NEWS RELEASE

CASIO to Release New SHEEN Watches with Elegant Crescent Moon Design

SHE-3058
Berlin, February 2018 CASIO announced today the release of new additions to its line of SHEEN metal
watches for women, which are based on the concept of “Elegant, Smart, Shining.” The five new
SHE-3058 models feature an elegant design highlighted by the soft elliptical shape of a crescent moon.
The SHE-3058 models feature a crescent moon design at the top and bottom of the bezel, and on
the inset dials at the 3 and 9 o’clock positions. This design evokes the elegant shape of an ellipse to
give the watch a soft and feminine look. The index marks are graced with a ridged pattern that draws
a subtle oval around the inset dials on the dial face.
Swarovski® Crystals brilliantly adorn the top and bottom of the bezel, and the 3, 6 and 9 o’clock
index marks on the dial face. The SHE-3058 design and materials elegantly capture the brilliance
that originally inspired the SHEEN name.
The three inset dials show the date, day of the week, and 24-hour time, respectively. With water
resistance up to 50 meters, these watches offer practical functionality paired with brilliant good looks
for business.
The SHE-3058LTD-7A features a replaceable genuine leather band in luxurious white or optional
chic navy blue. The band installs using a quick-release spring bar. This model also comes in a
special case with a ribbon.
Model
SHE-3058SPG-4A
SHE-3058SG-7A
SHE-3058D-7A
SHE-3058PGL-5A
SHE-3058LTD-7A

Band Material
Metal
Metal
Metal
Leather
Leather
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Face color
Pink
Yellow/White
Pink/White
Brown
Pink/White

SHE-3058SPG-4A

SHE-3058LTD-7A

SHE-3058SG-7A

SHE-3058D-7A

SHE-3058LTD-7A
replaceable band

SHE-3058PGL-5A

SHE-3058LTD-7A
Special packaging

Specifications
Water Resistance

50 meters

Functions
Accuracy at Normal Temperature

3 inset dials indicate day of week, date, and 24-hour time
±20 seconds per month

Battery Life
Size of Case

3 years on SR920SW

Total Weight

43.0×36.0×8.9mm
Approx. 84g (SHE-3058SPG/SHE-3058SG/SHE-3058D)
Approx. 38g (SHE-3058PGL/ SHE-3058LTD)
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